Proof o j Theorem 6: Notice x'(v,s,x'(s; t , x ) ) = x i ( p ; t , x ) is independent of s, hence from (39), Recall that xj(s; t , x ) is a solution of (IO). Multiplying (45) on the right by xi(s; r,x) and (IO) on the left by pi(s,x's; t , x ) adding the two equations multiplying the result by e&('-') and using Lemma 1 gives L [ e b < s -r ) P i (s,x'(s; t,x))xi:(s; r,x)]
control is discontinuous, there is an analog of Theorem 5, however it is much more complicated. Jump terms corresponding to places where x'(s; r,x) crosses the discontinuities of the control must be added in (39). These jump terms are the same as those given by Mirica [IO] when he represented adjoint equations for deterministic problems as functions of (&x). There is another minimum principle whose adjoints are not represented by an integral equation which is also necessary and sufficient for optimality. For details see [13] .
Conclusion and Summuty: Satisfaction of the dynamic programming partial differential equation was shown to be a necessary and sufficient condition for a continuously differentiable feedback control to be an optimal control. A new minimum principle, expressed in terms of adjoints given by deterministic integral equations, which is necessary and sufficient for optimality was formulated. The adjoints of this minimal principle agree with the partial derivatives of the performance function of the optimal control. , "A Hamilton-Jacobi theory for a class of control problem%" Colloque Sor la are also outlined.
I. I~TRODIJCTIOW
A real monic polynomial of degree 2n and a complex monic polynomial of degree n are both described by 2n parameters; here, we show how from a real 2n degree polynomial which is Hurwitz, i.e., has all its zeros in Re[r] <O, we can construct a complex n degree polynomial (with parameters in 1-1 relationship with those of the real polynomial) which is also Hurwitz. In fact, two different complex polynomials can he found, the result extends to odd degree real polynomials, and a converse can be stated. AU this is the content of Theorem 1.
The results of Theorem 1 are probably known to many people, although we are unaware of the existence of a statement as complete as that given here. Further, we are unaware whether all the various proofs (suggested in Section 11 only in outline) are fully known.
In Section 111, Theorem 2 applies the results of Theorem 1 to aperiodic polynomials (those with zeros which are dstinct, and negative real). We show how two previously stated criteria for aperiodicity can be immediately related, and we present a minor but new variation on one of these earlier stated criteria.
In Section IV, we discuss a "unit circle" version of the results.
hSOCIATION OF REAL AND COhiPLEX POLYNOMVUS
The main result relating the zero dstribution of a real polynomial and Theorem I : For real a,, i=O, 1; . . ,m, consider the three polynomials a complex polynomial of approximately half the degree is as follows.
(1) (2) The same conditions together with the sign conditions on the a, guarantee by the Litnard-Chpart criterion that Fo(z) is Hurwitz, [l,p.
The idea is not hard to extend to F,(z).
7) A second proof w i l l follow using the reduced Hermite test as described in, for example, [2] . Direct calculation w i l l show that the Hermite matrices for F,(z) and F2(z) are essentially the same as the two reduced Hermite matrices for Fo(z). The sign constraints on the a, and positive definiteness of either reduced Hermite matrix imply Fo(z) is Hurwitz, while positive definiteness of the Hermite matrix of F,(I) 248-2501, guarantees the Hurwitz property for that polynomial and likewise for F2(z). In this way, Theorem 1 follows. 8) A third way of establishing Theorem 1 is to count the zeros of
Fo(z), F,(z), and F2(z) in Re[z] < 0 by observing the change in argument
of these polynomials as I moves around a contour comprising the imaginary axis, and a semicircle of arbitrarily large radius extending in the left-half plane. The Cauchy index may be used to compute this change of argument, as is standard for this sort of problem, see [l, ch. Xv]; the relations (4) and (5) 
APFXIODICITY CONDITIONS '
A polynomialfo(z) is termed aperiodic if all its zeros are distinct and Here,-we link up these tests and the theorem of Section I. 
(z), fo(z) with h ( z ) and (dfo(z)/dz) with g(z).
Then if Fo(z) is Hurwitz, fo(z) is immediately aperiodic, while if fo(z) is aperiodic, it is evident that its zeros will interlace those of (dfo(z)/dz); the other requirements of negative realness and sign identity of the highest coefficients can be checked, so that Fo(z) is Hurwitz.
IV. CONCLUS~ONS
We have been conditioned to expect unit circle parallels of many stability results involving Hurwitz polynomials, and we can now consider briefly unit circle equivalents of the results of earlier sections.
Letw=(z+l/z-1)(thus,alsoz=(w+l/w-1))andletGo(w)bean arbitrary degree m real polynomial in w. One can construct the sequence
with probabiity one of several classes of continuow parameter and discrete parameter stochastic composite systems are established. In all cases the objective is to analyze composite systems in terms of their lower order subsystems and in terms of their interconnecting structure. The results are applied to three specific examples.
I. IIUTRODUCTION
In several recent reports the stabdity of large-scale deterministic systems, also referred to as composite systems or interconnected systems, has been considered (see, e.g., [ I H l I]). In the present paper new stability results for several classes of stochastic composite systems are established.
Systems considered include 1) continuous parameter systems (described by It6 differential equations), and 2) discrete parameter systems (discrete independent increment processes). In all cases the objective is the same:
to analyze composite systems in terms of their lower order subsystems and in terms of their interconnecting structure. In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the present approach, three specific examples are considered.
NOTATION
Let R " denote the Euclidean n-space, let 1. I denote the Euclidean norm, and let x ' = ( x l ; . . ,xn) denote the transpose of x E R " . Let [12H14D. This solution is called an It6 process. It is also assumed that { x , = 0, r E T ) is the only equilibrium of (1).
For various definitions of stability wpl of the equilibrium of (I), refer to [I31 and [14] . Stability results wpl for (1) involve the existence of Lyapunov-type functions V : R " -+ R ' . Henceforth it is assumed that all V-functions are such that the sets 
where k E J , x E R " , f : R " + R " , a : R " + R " -" ' , and zk is an mdimensional normalized, discrete, independent increment process. It is assumed that (2) possesses a unique solution { x k , k E J } for every xo= x, and moreover, that { xk =0, k E J ) is the only equilibrium of (4). For definitions and results of stability wpl of the equilibrium of (4) refer to 141.
COMF'OSlTE SYSTEMS CONSIDERED
Composite systems are considered which may be described by 
where f:R"+R", o:R"+R"-"', g:R"-R", and { z r , t € T ) is an mdimensional Wiener process (i.e., X~fi,lm,= m). System (6), which is of
